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Abstract: Leveling is a traditional geodetic surveying technique that has been used to realize a vertical datum. However, this technique is time consuming and prone to accumulate errors, where it relies on starting from one station with a known orthometric height. Establishing orthometric heights using Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) and a geoid model has been suggested [14], but
this approach may involve less precisions than the direct
measurements from leveling. In this study, an experimental study is presented to adjust the highly accurate leveling observations along with orthometric heights derived
from GNSS observations and a geoid model. For the geoid
model, the National Geodetic Survey’s gravimetric geoid
model (TxGEOID16B) and hybrid geoid model (GEOID12B)
were applied. Uncertainties in the leveled height differences, GNSS derived heights, and the geoid models were
modeled, and a combined adjustment was implemented
to construct the optimal combination of orthometric, ellipsoidal, and geoid height at each mark. As a result, the
discrepancy from the published orthometric heights and
the CSM (Corrector Surface Model) based adjusted orthometric heights with GEOID12B showed a mean and RMS of
-8.5 mm and 16.6 mm, respectively, while TxGEOID16B had
a mean and RMS of 28.9 mm and 34.6 mm, respectively. It
should be emphasized that this approach was not influenced by the geodetic distribution of the stations where
the correlation coefficients between the distance from the
center of the surveying network and the discrepancy from
the published heights using TxGEOID16B and GEOID12B
are 0.03 and 0.36, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Although great care went into the development of NAVD
88 (North American Vertical Datum of 1988), many studies have found that it is slightly tilted from a geopotential surface, and it is biased from a least-squares fit
of mean sea level [20, 18, 22]. Re-leveling the continent
is, however, cost-prohibitive and may still yield heights
with large errors from a geopotential surface. Moreover,
geodetic passive marks are often destroyed, rarely replaced, and subject to crustal motion over time. To overcome these issues, NGS (National Geodetic Survey) has a
goal to replace NAVD 88 (along with its other vertical datums) with a new geopotential datum in 2022, known as
the North American-Pacific Geopotential Datum of 2022
(NAPGD2022). NAPGD2022 will not be realized by leveling; rather, it will be realized by the development of a
purely gravimetric, high-accuracy geoid model known as
GEOID2022. Surveyors can access this new datum by using the geoid model and collecting GNSS on marks with
suitable satellite visibility. From the transition to the new
datum, the adjustment between the orthometric heights
from the leveling measurement, which is the conventional
method for determining the height of these passive bench
marks, and the ellipsoid height, which is directly measured by GNSS, together with the Geoid height must be accomplished. The fundamental relationship between ellipsoid height (h), orthometric height (H), and geoid height
(N) is given by:
H =h−N

(1)

where h is the ellipsoid height of a mark referenced along
a line normal to the reference ellipsoid and N is the geoid
height, which is the distance of a line normal from the reference ellipsoid to the geoid. Technically, Eq. (1) does not
reflect the actual relationship between those three parameters because the plumb line, which is slightly curved, is
not coincident with the ellipsoid normal. However, this
discrepancy is considered insignificant, likely less than
1 mm in even the most extreme settings on Earth [10].
As shown in Eq. (1), the geoid height (N) is crucial to
determine a GNSS-derived orthometric height. New technologies in airborne and spaceborne gravimetry continue
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to emerge, and these technologies continue to increase the
accuracy of geoid models. Moreover, airborne and terrestrial measurements based high resolution geoid models
have been developed, such as a series of geoid models of
purely gravimetric geoid models and hybrid geoid models
from NGS.
Although geoid modeling continues to make strides,
height differences derived from GNSS and a geoid model
in a local survey project are less precise than height differences from differential leveling, considering the systematic errors and measurement noises of GNSS observations and geoid models. Highly accurate (mm- or even submm-level) orthometric height differences between marks
can be derived by differential leveling. However, differential leveling is tedious and requires significant amount of
physical labor to ensure the line-of-sight measurements
roughly every 90 meters or less. As a result, there are questions on how to take advantage of the high accuracy of differential leveling in a local survey project while working in
a datum accessed by GNSS and a geoid model. This paper
focuses on researching techniques for deriving orthometric heights by combining height information from differential leveling, GNSS, and a geoid model by applying a novel
algorithm, a corrector surface model, to compensate the
discrepancy between those heights.
A large amount of work has been conducted on combining observations from differential leveling and GNSS.
Jiang and Duquenne [11] discussed a combined adjustment
method based on the principle of treating short- and longwavelength gravimetric geoid errors, separately. Kotsakis
and Sideris [12] discussed the adjustment problems, methods for combining GNSS, leveling and geoid heights, and
suggested a method for evaluating the accuracy of geoid
models. Fotopoulos [5] and Khazraei et al. [13] considered
least-squares variance component estimation (VCE) in the
combined adjustment of ellipsoid, orthometric and geoid
height data. Erol and Çelik [2] investigated geoid modeling
as a surface fitting problem for combining GNSS derived
heights and leveling observations.
Notwithstanding the significant contributions of the
aforementioned research, the existing efforts are mostly
focused on using the ellipsoid, orthometric, and geoid
heights directly as “observations” to evaluate geoid model
accuracy or to present a mathematical approach without
showing an analysis of empirical data. In this study, the
authors apply the theoretical algorithm of combined adjustment by introducing the virtual surface to compensate
the discrepancies in Eq. (1), to a practical case study on the
selected study area in Oregon.
For the case study, the static GNSS data on existing stations were collected and processed during a 2014–2015 sur-

veying campaign. In addition, historic first-, second-, and
third-order leveling observations in the study area were
downloaded from the NGS Integrated Database (NGSIDB).
The processing and GNSS-only network adjustments of the
data have been performed in the NGS height modernization projects [6, 7] and the adjusted results have been applied as an input data for combining leveling and GNSS
derived heights in a height adjustment. A more detailed
process can be seen in the flowchart in Figure 1. Section 2
describes the study area and the datasets. Section 3 provides the preprocessing procedure conducted prior to the
combined adjustment, from which the absolute heights
from the mark-to-mark differential observations can be obtained and the observations are evaluated and adjusted
by completing the set of 1D least squares adjustments. In
Section 4, a Corrector Surface Model (CSM) is proposed
for the combined adjustment of leveling, GNSS, and Geoid
heights, which were obtained from Section 3. An experiment was conducted to validate the CSM, which is presented in Section 5.

2 Study area and datasets
Figure 2 shows the study area located in the central
Willamette Valley region of Oregon that encompasses Corvallis, Albany, Salem, and Sweet Home. The study area
covers 30,000 km2 and has a mean elevation of 96.90 m.
Figure 2 (a) shows the project area and seven CORS (Continually Operating Reference Station) that were chosen for
six control stations and one hub station for the processing and adjustment of the GNSS data [7]. Figure 2 (b) provides the closer look of the study area in Figure 2 (a) that
presents the GNSS baselines as well as the network of
bench marks.

2.1 Leveling network
In this study, the leveling observations in the NGS Integrated Data Base (NGSIDB) were used for the experiment. The leveling observations in NGSIDB are the average
values of all forward and backward runs between bench
marks that are stored as geopotential number difference.
Overall, the leveling network consists of Figure 21278
reduced leveling observations connecting 1039 leveled
stations (of which 17 are NGS CORS with leveling observations). The reduced observation indicates the summation
of the mean runs between bench marks. Only about half
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the combined network adjustment and validation procedure.

(50.8 %) of the leveled stations are published NGS vertical bench marks; the rest of the stations were temporary
bench marks.

2.2 GNSS network
A static GNSS survey campaign in the Willamette Valley,
Oregon, was conducted in three phases from 14 July, 2014
to 12 Jun, 2016. It consisted of 40 stations, of which 17
are NGS CORS and one is the ORGN base. The number of
occupations on the remaining 32 stations ranged from 2
to 13 hours. Individual session durations at the stations
ranged from 2.1 to 10.0 hours, with a mean of 8.1 hours
and standard deviation of ±2.6 hours. The cumulative duration of all occupations on all stations ranged from 6.7 to
113.5 hours with a mean of 39.5 hours and standard deviation of ±23.5 hours. The correlation between the GNSS network accuracy and the total occupation time was evaluated by NGS [15]. The results clearly identified the correlation that the network accuracy significantly improves with
longer occupation time, and in particular, at least 22 hours
of GNSS observations were required to obtain network vertical accuracy of less than 2 cm.

2.3 Geoid models
Among the series of geoid models from NGS, two geoid
models were investigated in this study: the most-recent experimental purely gravimetric geoid model (xGEOID16B)
and a hybrid geoid model (GEOID12B) were applied in this
study. The purely gravimetric geoid model is based on
gravity measurements (e. g., Airborne, shipborne, and terrestrial gravity observations) and models of topographic
gravitation [23]. The future GEOID2022 model will be similar to xGEOID16B. The NGS “hybrid” geoid models are
gravimetric models that have been modified to represent
the NAVD 88 datum (zero height) surface. The “hybridization” is accomplished by using a set of “GPS on Bench
Marks” (GPSBMs) that have both NAVD 88 leveled orthometric heights (H) and GNSS-derived NAD 83 ellipsoid
heights (h). The difference between the ellipsoid and the
orthometric heights (h−H) on the GPSBMs minus the gravimetric geoid height (N) is minimized by using multi-matrix
least squares collocation (LSC), as described by Roman
et al. [17, 18]. The purpose of the hybrid geoid models is
to provide a conversion specifically between NAD 83 ellipsoid heights and NAVD 88 orthometric heights. Therefore,
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Figure 2: (a) Overview map showing GNSS vector ties to seven CORS and (b) project area map of GNSS and leveling networks in Willamette
Valley region of Oregon taken from Figure 1 in [8].
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the hybrid geoids purposefully subsume systematic errors
that exist in the datums between which they enable conversion (NADV 88 and NAD 83), such as the tilt and bias of
NAVD 88 [20, 18, 22].

3 Preprocessing
3.1 Leveling adjustment
The leveling observations are the mark-to-mark orthometric height differences (ΔH) while the ellipsoidal and geoid
heights are direct measurements from GNSS surveying
and a geoid model, respectively. To obtain the orthometric
heights from leveling observations, ΔH, the Gauss-Markov
Model (GMM) was applied as shown below:
yn×1 = An×m ξm×1 + en×1 ,

e ∼ (0, Σ = σ02 P −1 )

(2)

where y denotes the leveling observations for an observation vector for n observations, ξ is the orthometric height
of m marks to be determined, A is a design matrix which relates n observations to m unknowns, and e represents an
observational error vector. The observational weights are
indicated as a P matrix with the dimension of n × n, and
the variance component (i. e., variance of unit weight) is
represented as the symbol σ02 .
The GMM can be solved by the LEast-Squares Solution (LESS) which minimizes the weighted sum of the
squared errors. In the case of the leveling adjustment, the
design matrix, A, is rank-deficient (i. e., the normal matrix
N (= AT PA) is singular where the rank of N is m-1, which is
less than the dimension of N, which is m by m). Therefore,
we introduced a constraint equation to the GMM. Eq. (2),
which is written as:
k0 = Kl×m ξm×1 ,

rk (K) =: l

(3)

where k0 is a vector of constraint values of length l and K
is a non-random design matrix that is similar in form with
A in Eq. (2). The constraint model consists of the reference
value without any uncertainty, which is the typical form
for fixed constraint(s).
From the LESS, the estimated parameters, ξ ̂ and its
dispersion matrix D{ξ ̂ } are given by
−1

−1

ξ ̂ = (N + K T K) c + (N + K T K) K T
−1

−1

−1

× [K (N + K T K) K T ] [k0 − K (N + K T K) c]

(4)

5

−1
−1
D {ξ ̂ } = σ02 (N + K T K) − σ02 (N + K T K)
−1

−1

× K T (K (N + K T K) K T ) K (N + K T K)

−1

(5)

where N = AT PA and c = AT Py. For the constraint in
Eq. (3), the leveling mark “CORV A” was selected as a reference mark by considering not only the accuracy of the
published heights, but also the geometry of a leveling network (see Figure 2). The constraint matrix was defined using the published orthometric height of CORV A, which
enabled the connection between the observation network
and the current vertical datum. In addition, to minimize
eT Pe, a proper weight matrix, P, should be implemented
in the system [9]. In this application, inverse of running
distance for each leveling observation (1/√d) was used for
the weights, taking into account the fact that the leveling
accuracy is highly correlated with the baseline length between bench marks.
As a pre-processing in this experimental study, the
residuals of the estimation, the discrepancies with the orthometric heights published by NGS, and the dispersion
of the estimation were computed as part of the numerical
analysis of the leveling network adjustment. The residuals
follow a normal distribution after the adjustment, indicating a mean of 0.0 mm and RMS of 2.1 mm. Table 1 summarize the statistic of the residuals estimated after the leveling adjustment.

Table 1: The statistics of residuals after the leveling adjustment.
Average [mm]

Maximum [mm]

Minimum [mm]

RMS [mm]

0.0

13.7

-10.6

2.1

We may conclude that the adjustment was fairly reliable. In addition, the variance component was computed
in order to justify the weight matrix applied in LESS. After the adjustment, the estimated variance component was
1.0, which reflects the adjustment was properly conducted.
The map in Figure 3 shows the geometrical distribution of the leveling marks, indicating a distinct error pattern of increased or decreased magnitude of discrepancies
depending on the distance from the constrained leveling
mark, CORV A.
In order to jointly adjust heights from leveling, GNSS,
and a geoid model, an uncertainty of each quantity must
be assigned as a noise model. These noise models are entered in the adjustment in terms of covariance matrices,
as explained below. The leveling network adjustment provides not only the estimated orthometric heights but also
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Figure 3: Map showing the geometrical distribution of the leveling marks with error circles associated with their estimated heights; the red
box indicates the area of the enlarged map at the top right.

the dispersion matrix, D{ξ ̂ }, which expresses the uncertainty of the adjusted orthometric heights. The dispersion
matrix can be used as the noise model for the levelingderived orthometric heights in a combined adjustment.

3.2 GNSS network adjustment
The GNSS surveying data were analyzed and postprocessed using the NGS online tool, OPUS-Projects (OP).
OP solves GNSS baselines based on the algorithms of
PAGES software [19]. After completing baseline processing of each session in OP, the network solution of multiple session in a GNSS campaign was obtained by least
squares adjustment using NGS software, ADJUST with respect to NAD 83(2011) at epoch 2010.0. For the network adjustment, the published coordinates for the seven CORS
as well as passive marks with published geodetic coordinates in NAD83(2011) at epoch 2010.0 were held as control
stations. The published standard deviation in the north,
east, and up components were used to define stochastic
constraints for the control. The details of the OP processing and adjustment procedures can be found in [7]. The

final adjusted coordinates for all 40 stations in the GNSS
survey can be found in [8].
ADJUST outputs the estimated standard deviation of
the ellipsoid height for each station in the network. These
standard deviations can be used as the noise model for the
ellipsoid heights in the combined adjustment.

3.3 Geoids and noise models
The GEOID12B and xGEOID16B are referenced to different
reference frames at different epochs, which are NAD 83
(2011) epoch 2010.0 and IGS08 epoch 2005.0, respectively.
Therefore, xGEOID16B was transformed to NAD 83 (2011)
epoch 2010.00 to make consistent with GEOID12B by applying a 14-parameter Helmert transformation as defined
in the NGS Horizontal Time Dependent Positioning (HTDP)
software [16, 21]. Then, the tilt and bias of NAVD 88 are
added to the transformed xGEOID16B in order to make it
consistent with NAD 83 and NAVD 88, which is denoted as
TxGEOID16B.
Since the practical noise model of the geoid heights is
not available, we applied the recent research outcome conducted by NGS which claims the differential geoid height
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accuracy is l cm over distances from 0.4 to 325 km for new
gravimetric geoid models and 1 to 3 cm for other modern
geoid models [20]. Consequently, the noise model of geoid
heights was obtained by assigning a constant error, 1 cm2 ,
as a variance (σN2 ).

4 Corrector Surface Model (CSM)
using combined network
adjustment
The linear relationship of the three heights in Eq. (1) is
an approximate relationship due to various potential error
sources, such as inconsistency of the datum, systematic
distortion errors, and other random errors in the surveying observations and models. As an example, the orthometric heights are measured along a plumb line that refers
to the direction of gravity and is slightly curved, but ellipsoidal and geoid heights are perpendicular to the ellipsoid and geoid, respectively. However, this misalignment
is negligibly small [10]. Other error sources are more significant, as random errors in leveling, GNSS, and geoid
modeling are inevitable and will result in misclosure in Eq.
(1). By taking into account the aforementioned error factors, a combined adjustment was performed to establish
the optimal combination of orthometric, ellipsoidal, and
geoid heights, based on the Corrector Surface Model (CSM)
suggested by Kotsakis and Sideris [12] and Fotopoulos et al.
[3]. This approach applies the relationship of heights described by Eq. (1) and their noise models of the three types
of heights.
The misclosure in Eq. (1) can be written as below in Eq.
(6) in terms of a “synthetic observation” (l) at each bench
mark
li = fi + vih − viH − viN

(6)

where fi describes the systematic errors at station i and vih ,
vi H , and vi N represents zero-mean random errors of each

observation in ellipsoid height, orthometric height, and
geoid height respectively. Such errors can be modeled according to a parametric model in Eq. (7).
fi = aTi x

(7)

where x is an n × 1 vector representing the unknown parameters and ai indicates the vectors of known coefficients
based on the horizontal location (latitude, longitude) of
the network points i. Among the various parametric models that represent the correction values of the misclosure

7

in the data set, the four-parameter model has been commonly used in preceding studies. Fotopoulos [4] tested several parameter models to a combined adjustment for three
different networks in Switzerland, parts of Canada and
Australia. The authors demonstrated the selection process of optimal parametric models and concluded that
the best model was the four-parameter in the networks of
Switzerland and Australia. Moreover, the four-parameter
model includes relatively less unknowns, which is preferable since such a model is easier to handle and requires
less computing time than the case of higher order models.
Therefore, we adopted the four-parameter model in this
study, which is shown in Eq. (8).
aTi x = x0 + x1 cos φi cos λi + x2 cos φi sin λi + x3 sin φi (8)
Finally, the form of synthetic observations combining
random errors and systematic errors can be presented as
Eq. (9), which is referred to as the CSM.
ln×1 = An×4 X4×1 + Bn×3n V3n×1 ,
Σhn×1
0
[ 0

[
V ∼ (0, Σ = [

0
ΣHn×1
0

0
0

(9)

]
])

ΣNn×1 ]

where l is a synthetic observation vector; X represents the
vector including the coefficient parameters of the fourparametric model such as x0 , x1 , x2 , and x3 . A is associated
with the known coefficients of the four-parametric models,
which are taken from Eq. (8). Also, B is a design matrix that
represents the height relationship described by Eq. (1) using three identity matrices In , V is a random error vector
in the observations, and Σh , ΣH and ΣN are the covariance
matrices of ellipsoid height, orthometric height, and geoid
height, respectively.
By applying the LESS, which minimizes the random
errors, the final solution was derived.
−1
X̂ = [AT (Σh + ΣH + ΣN )−1 A] AT (Σh + ΣH + ΣN )−1 l (10)

By applying the error propagation, covariance matrix
was derived to provide the accuracy of the estimated parameters in the CSM, as follows:
−1

CX̂ = [AT (Σh + ΣH + ΣN )−1 A]

(11)

Based on the CSM model, the combined adjustment
of three heights derived at each of the 17 stations that
had leveling and GNSS observations. As the input data,
the adjusted orthometric and ellipsoidal heights obtained
through the preprocessing step was used together with
the noise models of each height. In addition, two kinds
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Figure 4: Map showing the geometrical distribution of the residuals derived from the combined adjustment using GEOID12B and TxGEOID16B.

of geoid heights from the TxGEOID16B and the GEOID12B
were tested to identify how the underlying mechanism of
geoid models effect on the CSM.
In order to ensure that the combined network was
properly adjusted by CSM, the residuals were examined as
follow:
ẽ = l − AX̂ − BV

(12)

where ẽ indicates the residuals and X̂ represents the
estimated coefficient parameters of the four-parametric
model. As a result, the corrector surface of the study area
was successfully modeled by adjusting the synthetic observation in Eq. (6). Overall, GEOID12B produced smaller
residuals ranged from -19.5 to 37.6 mm with a mean of
-8.5 mm while the mean residuals when using TxGEOID16B
was computed as 28.9 mm. In Figure 4, the effectiveness
of CSM is depicted based on the residual at each site. The
map presenting the residual of each station in Figure 4 indicates that the GEOID12B derived much smaller residuals
than the TxGEOID16B in the whole network and that the
residuals increased with distance from the center of the
network.

5 Validation of the CSM
Based on the relationship among the three types of heights
given in Eq. (1) and the estimated CSM, the orthometric
heights can be written as Eq. (13).
H̃ = h − N − AX̂

(13)

where X̂ is the parameter vector of the corrector surface estimated via the combined adjustment. As long as the GNSS
observations and a geoid model are available, the orthometric heights of new stations are therefore achievable by
using the above equation.
To validate the reliability of CSM, an experiment was
conducted with the following steps.
1. One station was intentionally excluded in the network
and the 3D combined network adjustment was performed to generate the CSM.
2. The orthometric height of the excluded station was estimated by applying the CSM to Eq. (13).
3. The estimated orthometric height in the previous step
was compared with the published orthometric height
of the corresponding station.
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4. The procedure from 1 to 3 was repeated for 17 stations
in Figure 4.
It should be noted that the experiment was conducted using two geoid models, the gravimetric geoid model (TxGEOID16B), and the hybrid geoid model (GEOID12B), respectively. Table 2 summarizes the experimental results repeated for each of the 17 stations.

Table 2: The experimental results: estimated and published orthometric heights difference at the 17 GNSS stations.
17 GNSS Bench Marks [mm] Without PTS 35 [mm]
TxGEOID16B GEOID12B TxGEOID16B GEOID12B
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Standard
Deviation
RMS

41.9
106.1
7.3
22.5

17.6
144.5
0.3
33.5

37.9
64.7
7.3
15.7

9.7
22.7
0.3
7.4

47.2

36.9

40.8

12.0

Overall, the experiment using GEOID12B provides the
better agreement than TxGEOID16B where the average discrepancies of them were 17.6 mm and 41.9 mm, respectively. This finding can be interpreted based on the underlying mechanism of each geoid model. GEOID12B was
fitted to stations having both GNSS and leveling observations, and several of these stations were used in this study.
GEOID12B was therefore mathematically fitted to the published heights of some of the bench marks in the study. In

9

contrast, TxGEOID16B was not based on leveling nor has
it been fitted to GNSS on bench marks. Indeed, the basic
assumption of this study is the linear relationship of three
heights in Eq. (1), which is equal to the basic concept of
GEOID12B [1]. Consequently, the experimental results using GEOID12B derive less discrepancy than TxGEOID16B in
this experiment, but this fact does not necessarily show
any superiority of one geoid model over another.
In addition, the geometric distribution of the stations
possibly affects the discrepancy between the published orthometric heights of the benchmarks and CSM based orthometric heights. To present this impact, two color maps
are provided in the Figure 5 that indicates the discrepancy at each station. Overall, the geometry appeared to
have little impact on the magnitudes of the discrepancy,
indicating that the corrector surface models determined
in this study evenly cover the whole network without any
trends and/or bias. With this fact, the curve fitting was performed showing the correlation between the discrepancy
and the distance from the center of the network (Figure 6).
It should be noted that “PTS 35” can be considered as an
outlier, where this mark was disturbed during the GNSS
campaign. Figure 6 confirms that the proposed corrector
surface model was not influenced by the geometric location of the bench marks. Additionally, correlation analysis between the discrepancy of TxGEOID16B and GEOID12B
and the distance was conducted, which resulted in approximately 0.03 and 0.36, respectively. This experiment provides a possibility that the corrector surface model can
be applied to obtain the orthometric height using GNSS
observation and an accurate geoid model without addi-

Figure 5: The correlation map between the location of stations and the discrepancies between estimated and published heights: (a) TxGEOID16B, (b) GEOID12B.
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Figure 6: The relationship between discrepancy of estimated and
published orthometric heights and distance from the center of the
network.

tional leveling observation. This result can be verified by
checking with independent measurements of orthometric
heights in the test area, which will confirm the effectiveness of this study and can be done in the future study.

6 Summary and conclusions
This study aims to present an optimal corrector surface
model for combined adjustment and its experimental result. The experiment included three parts: 1) preprocessing and adjustment of leveling and GNSS–derived heights
separately, 2) combined adjustment with leveling, GNSS,
and geoid heights, and 3) evaluation of the corrector surface model.
The preprocessing was performed to mitigate the errors in the observations and to estimate a noise model of
each height. The orthometric and ellipsoid heights were
independently analyzed through the 1D least squares adjustment, respectively. Afterwards, the combined adjustment was implemented based on the Purely Deterministic
Parameter model to suggest the optimal combination of orthometric, ellipsoidal, and geoid height in the study area,
central Willamette Valley region of Oregon. The residual of
the combined adjustment with GEOID12B showed a mean
and RMS of -8.5 mm and 16.6 mm, respectively, while TxGEOID16B had 28.9 mm and 34.6 mm as the mean and the
RMS. This result can be interpreted with the underlying
mechanisms of the geoid models. GEOID12B is a hybrid
geoid model that was mathematically fitted to better match
leveled orthometric heights on marks that were also ob-

served with GNSS. On the other hand, the purely gravimetric geoid model, TxGEOID16B, is naturally defined based
on gravity measurements.
To verify the proposed combined adjustment using
CSM, the orthometric height on each station in the test
site was computed using the generated CSM, the ellipsoidal height, and geoid height from either GEOID12B
or TxGEOID16B. Better agreement was obtained using
GEOID12B than TxGEOID16B, which is consistent with the
analysis in combined adjustment and is likely due to the
fact that GEOID12B was mathematically fitted to several
of stations used in this study. In addition, the impact of
the network geometry on the adjustment was additionally analyzed. As a result, it was confirmed that the proposed corrector surface models based on TxGEOID16B and
GEOID12B were not influenced by the geometric location of
the stations with low correlation coefficients of 0.03 and
0.36, respectively.
In this study, the optimal combination of the orthometric, ellipsoidal, and geoid heights was computed by applying a virtual surface, the CSM, for the practical case study
in Oregon. This study shows the effectiveness of the concept of the virtual surface, which compensate the inconsistency between the different types of heights, using the real
surveying data. The research finding from this study shows
the potential vision that the orthometric heights can be
obtained using GNSS observation and an accurate geoid
model without additional leveling observation.
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